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Front Cover Artwork:  "St. Louis Arch Gateway to the West" by Sr. Nancy Marsh of Carondelet-St. Louis. Sr
Nancy drew the cover art during her time at Event 2022.

 
We'd like to extend a huge thanks to all of our artists throughout the Federation who have contributed to

this Annual Report. Thank you!
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FEDERATION OFFICE

Sr. Maryellen Kane, U.S. Federation Executive
Director, at Event 2022. Photo by MarySue
Rosenthal Gee

“We have all known the long loneliness and we have
learned that the only solution is love and that love

comes with community.”  

D O R O T H Y  D A Y

These last two years have been challenging
for all of us. We have experienced the loss of
family, friends, and community members. We
have grieved as they were buried without the
consoling rites, rituals, and prayers that we so
cherish.

Numerous children have lost vital years in
their education and young people have
missed out on important rites of passage.

We lost social times with family, friends, and
coworkers. We missed joining with others to
worship and pray. We added a new word to
our vocabulary — Zoom — and we have now
become experts in its use. During these last
two years we have experienced what Dorothy
Day called the “long loneliness.”

Dear Members of the
Joseph Family,



F E D E R A T I O N  O F F I C E
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Maryellen Kane, CSJ, Kristen Whitney Daniels,
Lisa Cathelyn and Stella D'Angelo
The U.S. Federation of the Sisters of St. Joseph staff

Sincerely
,

We look forward to working with you this year and deepening the rich
heritage and mission that is ours.

Dorothy Day goes on to say that: “We have all experienced the long loneliness
and we have learned that the only solution is love and that love comes with
community.”

This past summer over 1200 of us gathered in St. Louis — either virtually or
in-person — to experience, celebrate, and challenge ourselves to be the
transformed community that will heal the “long loneliness” of our time.

We are a varied community of religious, associates, agrégées, St. Joseph
Workers, and partners in mission and we are all called to community in
different ways.

As you read this report you will see how various groups within the Federation
have continued to keep the flame of community alive during this past year.
Each of these groups share how they continue to translate our Event theme
"radically transform community" to their everyday work. As we come out of
the darkness and loneliness of the pandemic and reconnect with others in-
person once again, let us continue to widen our circle of unioning love. May
we be the dear neighbor to those who are not so dear. 
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LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
When the U.S. Federation of Sisters of St.
Joseph formed 56 years ago, the intention
was to make formal the informal bonds that
had been strengthening among the
congregations/provinces of Sisters of St.
Joseph across the United States. In truth, our
bonds – born out of dissent of the existing
social, political, and economic structures –
began to transform communities four
centuries ago. As the Federation came
together, the desire was to continue to
weave the bonds of our relationships. This
dynamic union, forged through the embrace
of the Gospel Charism of unifying love,
brings healing and transformation to the
world. In remaining true to the call to
embody active inclusive love, our lives
continue to radically transform community. 

Whether it has been over the course of
centuries or decades, Sisters of St. Joseph
have never been the sole bearers of the
charism, mission, and spirituality. This
admission is one of the reasons why in
2016, the U.S. Federation decided to
undertake an organizational audit. 

With the generous involvement of sisters,
associates, agrégées, St. Joseph Worker
community, and partners in mission,
committees were formed to assess all
aspects of the Federation’s structure. Among
the hopeful outcomes of their work was:
expanding membership to welcome all
relationships within the family of Joseph;
diverse representation on the Leadership
Council; review the reserved powers of the
Leadership Assembly; and an expanded
Federation staff. It is good to report that
these outcomes continue to materialize and
be realized. As we continue to live into the
emerging structure, it is essential to pause
and assess if it is giving full expression to
the mission, values, and vision of the U.S.
Federation.

Clarity of the U.S. Federation’s identity and
function is important for any assessment.
The Federation is a member organization
that has neither juridical authority over any
congregations nor does it have the capacity
to resource the needs of congregations. 



L E A D E R S H I P  C O U N C I L

How are we called to continue the creative work of evolution?
How is our identity in need of transformation? 
What is authentic – personally and communally – for the community of Joseph? 

The Federation gives breath of vision and networks, bringing forth the awareness and
understanding that members are part of something bigger than themselves or their
home congregation.

At Event 2022, Sr. Lynn Levo, CSJ, PhD invited us to consider the following questions,
which can continue to guide us as we assess where we are as a U.S. Federation:
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Our reality is an impetus that moves us to continue the creative work of what is
needing to evolve. The energy that was palpable at our long-awaited Event 2022 was
evidence of the momentum towards a deeper and wider sense of oneness. This thrust
was due in large part to our Federation staff, committees, virtual State of the Heart
circles, and other grassroot groups who pierced the isolation of a pandemic and
creatively forged relationships and nurtured connections both in person and virtually. 

Our Federation Staff of four work tirelessly to offer programs and opportunities that
enable participants to become more rooted in the mission, values, and vision. The
Lifelong Formation Committee – with members from both the U.S. and Canada –
prepared a wonderful Founders’ Day Prayer and Celebration that, with the use of
technology, enabled the global family of Joseph to participate. Federation collaborators
gravitated across geographical regions to create vibrant virtual communities. Vocation
and Formation Directors from both the U.S. and Canadian Federations continue to
explore ways to better work and plan together. Their efforts support the growth of
religious life and one another in their ministry. Justice, Peace, Integrity of Creation
(JPIC) coordinators have moved beyond regional borders and found greater support and
relevance in networking across the Federation and with the Federation’s Non-
Governmental Organization at the United Nations (CSJ UN-NGO). All these creative
endeavors – and more – are indicators that transformation is happening to us and
through us.



L E A D E R S H I P  C O U N C I L
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Our values continue to transform, giving greater expression to our identity. In valuing
unity forged through respect, appreciation of diversity, and collaboration, we take
notice of who is in the room and still not at the table. There is greater attention and
sensitivity to bring forth a diversity of voices. The invitation to membership continues
to expand from sisters to persons across generations, cultures, and orientations.
Growing relationships bring opportunities for engagement where we not only learn
more of who we are, we also find new enthusiasm for who we can be. 

Our heritage – rooted in the prayer of Jesus – is where we find our purpose and what
inspires us on the journey so that all may be one. As a Federation we need to
continually discern how are we being a ‘dear neighbor’ to those we struggle to find
dear? What is the ‘holy disquietude’ that is welling up in each of us and all of us that
will bring forth the unifying love needed in our world? 

Perhaps as we grow in our intentionality and focus on our relationships, we can better
assess the structure as it needs to evolve. As the Leadership Council, we commit to
engaging creatively with membership and working with staff so that together as the
U.S. Federation we continue to forge the unity that will radically transform
community.

In solidarity and with gratitude,

Shirley Anne Brown    Sue Jasko                 Mary Elizabeth Nelsen
Donna Del Santo         Cecilia Magladry     Kari Pohl                      
Joan Gallagher            Mary McFadden       Barbara Roberts
Marie Hogan
The U.S. Federation Leadership Council
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EVENT 2022
Post Event 2022 reflection. Painting by Associate Mary Ann Bilick

After six years of waiting, the Federation family
came together again in July 2022 to be
challenged by the theme of “Radically
Transforming Community.” For the first time, the
Event was a fully hybrid event, with over 450
people present at the Hyatt in St. Louis and more
than 650 participants joining virtually. They
joined together throughout the weekend to pray,
listen, share, and act.

Even before the Event officially kicked-off,
several groups within the Federation met at the
hotel. Another 110 Federation members
participated in a CSSJ Heritage Tour, where they
visited the historic sites of our first foundation in
the United States and Canada, like Carondelet
Center and the Cahokia Historic Site.

On Friday evening, we opened the event with a
moving prayer service, followed by our keynote
speaker Sr. Lynn Levo, CSJ, PhD. Sr. Lynn drew us
deeper into our charism through her presentation
“Radical Unioning Love: Words Are Not Enough.”
On Saturday, our other keynote speaker – author
and journalist Olga Segura – challenged us to
look at our responses to racism through her talk
“What Can Black Lives matter and the Movement
for Abolition Teach Catholics About Liberation?”

A panel with members representing different
roles within our charism family gave us further
insight on “radical community” and how they are
called to live that out in their daily lives. 



E V E N T  2 0 2 2

Our justice action centered on learning about cash bail and mass incarceration,
along with the difficulty of rejoining society after incarceration. A panel
presentation and discussion on the cash bail system issue featured three women
who have experienced incarceration or confinement firsthand: Serena Martin-
Liguori, executive director of New Hour for Women and Children-Long Island;
Shameka Parrish-Wright, former community advocacy and partnership manager at
The Bail Project; and Barb Baker, advocacy director and certified peer support
specialist for Keyway Center for Diversion and Reentry in St. Louis. April Foster,
executive director of Keyway Center for Diversion and Reentry, also joined the
panel discussion, sharing the staggering statistics of the interconnectedness
between racism, poverty, and incarceration.
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Event 2022 speakers and panelists (from left to right): Sr. Marcy Dacey (event facilitator), Sr. Lynn Levo,
PhD, Olga Marina Segura, Siabhan May-Washington, Nina DuBose, Sr. Thuy Tran, and Casper ter Kuile.
Photo by MarySue Rosenthal Gee
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Catholic Social Justice to demand President Biden enact a reparations panel
commission by Executive Order. Folks can still participate here.

During our time together we shared quiet times, small group conversations, meals,
socials, and dancing. Old relationships were renewed, and new relationships were
formed. All agreed that it was good for us to be together again. The Federation is
looking towards the future and how we can continue to support these relationships
centered around our dynamic charism.
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We off our deep gratitude to the Event 2022 Planning Committee:
     Lisa Cathelyn (JPIC Coordinator- Federation)
     Sr. Mary Dacey (Philadelphia- Facilitator)
     Sr. Patty Johnson (Carondelet- St. Louis)
     Sr. Maryellen Kane (Executive Director- Federation)
     Sr. Anita Kurowski (Rochester)
     Sr. Marguerite O'Brien (Congregation of St. Joseph)
     Kristen Whitney Daniels (Associate Director-Federation)

Event 2022's artist-in-residence Casey Murano. Photo by 
MarySue Rosenthal Gee

The generosity of our members
enabled us to raise over $33,000 to
be shared among the three
organizations that spoke during the
justice action: Keyway: Center for
Diversion and Reentry, New Hour for
Women and Children- Long Island,
The Bail Project. In conjunction with
the Event and these three
organizations, the Federation
released their corporate voice
statement calling for change in the
cash bail system. This included a call
to action with NETWORK Lobby for 

https://networklobby.org/13522reparationscommissionwh/
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Charism in Motion – the Federation’s
program designed specifically for ages 21-49
– began with a simple question: how do we
find joy and sustenance in these times? The
seeds planted by this question bloomed into
the Federation’s newest program, an
experiment in building relationships across
silos but centered firmly on the CSSJ charism. 

In the spring of 2021, I participated in the
Foundations of Christian Leadership program
at Duke University. This one-year program
included a cohort of 16 individuals across the
U.S. committed to innovative learning and
leadership in our faith-based organizations.
The program itself was a great source of joy 

for me as my cohort prayed, learned, and
grew together throughout the year. The
program centered on the interior work we
need to build skills in organizational
leadership, as well as focusing on the
exterior requirements to cultivate vibrant and
transformative institutions.

Following the completion of the program in
fall 2021, all participants were invited to
apply for a grant. During the program, I
latched onto a question one of the presenters
asked: what brings you joy in your work?
Sure, I’ve been asked what I like doing, what I
find challenging, but never the question of
what brings me joy. It was – and continues to
be – such a striking question. 

By: Kristen Whitney Daniels, U.S. Federation Associate Director



C H A R I S M  I N  M O T I O N

Sisters, associates, agrégées, St. Joseph Workers, former students, alumni of schools,
employees (and anyone else) could all join and connect around our shared charism.

And as soon as we received notice that we’d been awarded the grant – the real work
began.

The entire first part of 2022 was dedicated to our kick-off retreat “Finding Joy and
Sustenance in Times of Chaos,” which we held in March 2022. We were blessed to
have Sr. Michelle Lesher – the Federation’s Novitiate director – facilitate the weekend
and help with the planning of the entire retreat.

We worked tirelessly to bring this all together in 11 weeks. The event required a lot of
marketing to a group the Federation previously hadn’t formally connected with,
necessitating new ways of communicating. We held an informational session in
January 2022 for all interested folks to learn more about the program and retreat. 
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All the hospitality boxes getting ready to be shipped
out to Charism in Motion retreat participants.

At this point, I had lived over a year in
this new pandemic reality and as an
immunocompromised person my world
completely and wholly transformed. It
didn’t take long in the pandemic to
realize that being in community with
each of you was and is one of the most
joy-filled and favorite parts of my job. 

All those feelings melded with the deep
desire to provide a container within the
Federation to build relationships across
the charism. In the grant I expressed my
desire to bring programming to a
younger cohort, an often-underserved
generation within the Federation,
without any other categorical
disqualifiers.



C H A R I S M  I N  M O T I O N

One of the ways that we radically looked at building community – even before the
retreat began – was providing hospitality boxes to each of the retreat participants.
Each box included everything participants would need, including a candle, face pillow
(for yoga), crafts, journals, and a beautiful prayer card titled “We Rise” by Becky
McIntyre. We also solicited resources from the community on what brings them joy and
sustains them during this time. This resulted in a robust retreat guide fully informed by
the community, a gift I still use today.
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Cole Arthur Riley speaking to retreat participants.

Initially we built the retreat to
be a full weekend experience,
where people would commit to
its entirety. However, we
quickly realized that this is an
incredibly difficult ask to make
virtually, especially with the
many commitments people
have in this age group. We
pivoted to make the
registration more flexible and
because of that we had 50
participants during the retreat.

Items from the hospitality box given to all retreat participants.

The weekend itself was an immense
success filled with prayer, Sharing of the
Heart groups, community, and reflection.
For me, the joy was palpable. We kicked
off the retreat Friday night with Cara
McMahon – executive director of
Carondelet-St. Louis’ St. Joseph
Educational Ministries – encouraging us
to “reach into the chaos.” We were blessed
to have Cole Arthur Riley, creator of Black
Liturgies and author of “This Here Flesh,”
as our Saturday keynote speaker and were
able to provide her books to all our
participants. 



C H A R I S M  I N  M O T I O N

We will continue to do that with our final program for 2022, a workshop on “Trauma
Exposure and Stress Response: Awareness, Healing, and Resilience.” This workshop will be
run by Jessica McCaffery, LCSW, a member of the St. Joseph Worker community. Uplifting our
experts and wisdom-holders is fundamental to the future of this program.

Through the generosity of the Federation, we were also able to offer retreat participants
scholarships to Event 2022. 10 participants received scholarships and joined each other in
community at Event 2022.

Though the grant cycle will end this year, I am looking towards the future of this program. In
Lent, we will run a Busy Persons Retreat. I am looking at other ways to promote the program
throughout the Federation. We also continually solicit feedback on how we can strengthen
the bonds of community we’ve started to establish. My hope is that, together, we can
continue the path to seeking joy and sustenance, united by our shared charism.
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Retreat speakers Kayla August, Grace
Salceanu, and Lisa Hibberd.

Rounding out the day, Kayla August preached on “Being
Grateful in Times of Chaos: Gratitude as Sustenance for
the Journey” and Danielle Rossi – a CSSJ associate – led
us in an art experience.

Sunday was a fully packed day with Grace Salceanu
providing our keynote and Christina Leaño guiding us
through a meditative experience. We ended with yoga
led by CSSJ associate Lisa Hibberd and closed with
Sharing of the Heart, Gathering of the Graces, and prayer
from Allison Connelly-Vetter, a member of the St. Joseph
Worker community.

I think we often forget how many resources we have at
our fingertips, including the wealth of knowledge and
expertise within our own members. I have always
wanted to maximize and lift up these voices, especially
some of the folks who haven’t previously had the
opportunity. Throughout the retreat, members of our
vast and talented community led us in prayer and
workshops making it a truly charism-filled weekend.
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LIFELONG FORMATION 
COMMITTEE

Committee Membership

Sisters Joannie Cassidy (Philadelphia), co-chair Sue
Dunning (Orange), Deirdre Griffin (Springfield), Rose
Ann Hefner (Congregation of Joseph), co-chair Mary
Rowell (Sisters of St. Joseph in Canada), agrégée
Joanne Fantini (Boston) and director of associates
for the Congregation of St. Joseph Kathleen (Kate)
Theriot. Sr. Melinda Pellerin (Springfield) resigned
from the committee due to other commitments and
was replaced on the committee by Sr. Deirdre.

Transforming Formation

During the year 2021-2022 the committee has
continued to hold meetings using the zoom
platform. Three meetings have been held.

A significant development this year has been the
change of focus for the committee; focusing on
the “transformation for mission.” This change
came about following deep reflection on
evolving conceptions of the nature and process 

of formation, the focus and role of the
committee and – through dialogue with other
committees of the Federation – interest groups
and those contributing to recent formation
initiatives.

When the committee explored developments in
understanding “formation” considerable
conversation was held focusing on the goal of
contemporary formation as it reflects initiatives
“for-mission.” We still recognize this as being a
continuous process throughout our lives. We also
noted that engaging in this process requires
awareness of the changing needs in the church
and world. 

In reflecting further on the role of the
committee, we commit to share opportunities
and leadership for continuing formation. The
committee understands formation as a dynamic
process that calls us to transformation for
mission and to work alongside and to be
supportive of others who are providing such
opportunities. 



L I F E L O N G  F O R M A T I O N  C O M M I T T E E

Additionally, our role is to ensure that
such initiatives are in line with our
authentic spirituality and charism, as well
as reflective of the direction of the
Federation. The committee will no longer
incorporate the Federation Novitiate into
its formal role. 

Founders' Day Celebration

We were delighted with the amazing
response to the Founders’ Day Celebration
in 2021 and 2022, planned by the
committee. In 2021, over 1000 sisters,
associates, agrégées, and partners in
mission participated across the U.S. and
Canadian Federations. Evaluations of the
event were overwhelmingly positive.
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God of Plenty by Sr. Nancy Marsh

Further initiatives with the Canadian Federation

Throughout the last year the Canadian Federation’s vocation committee developed three
programs online in which this committee and many participants across our Federations
participated. The programs included a series to discuss Sr. Maria Cimperman’s book,
“Religious Life for Our World,” a video series for reflection on partnerships for mission, and a
short Lenten series to explore environmental issues as they relate to traditional Lenten
practices. Again, all were well attended across our Federations and the response extremely
positive with hopes for further collaborative initiatives.

Gratitude

The Committee wishes to express gratitude to the Federation and to executive director Sr.
Maryellen Kane for their continued support and encouragement.
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FEDERATION CANONICAL NOVITIATE

We are blessed to be hosting the Federation Novitiate in the parish of St. Luke’s in Glenside,
PA, where our sisters have been serving the Dear Neighbor for over 150 years. On August 1,

2022, novice directors Sisters Michelle Lesher (Philadelphia) and Jeanne Marie Gocha
(Carondelet), along with community members Sisters Judy Justinger (Buffalo) and

Marguerite O’Brien (Congregation of St. Joseph), welcomed two novices, Sister Noriko
Kuroki (Carondelet) and Bethany Welch (Philadelphia), into the Federation Novitiate. What a

gift that was!
 

From the first evening of orientation, we worked to emphasize the sacredness of the
novitiate time, setting the scene for the powerful interior journey this has the potential to

be. Since then, the energy in this place has been palpable and the hope real.
 

Trust and cherish God’s love threading through all events of daily life.
 

(Maxim 19 as interpreted by students of St. Joseph’s College with Susan Wilcox, CSJ)
 

VOCATION/FORMATION

The 2022-2023 Federation Novitiate staff and novices (from left to right): Novice director Sr.
Michelle Lesher, novice Noriko Kuroki, novice Bethany Welch, and assistant novice director 

Sr. Jeanne Marie Gocha.



Sr. Ingrid Honore-Lallande (Carondelet) helped us to expand our understanding of discernment
through the lens of Ignatian Spirituality and our CSSJ charism, mission, and spirituality. Sr.
Dolores Clerico (Philadelphia) called us to consider the Novitiate through the lens of our
Charism. Her presentation sent us securely into an opening retreat where we made generous
promises to God, ourselves, and our community regarding how we intend to live this year. Upon
returning from retreat, Sister Griselda Martinez Morales (Lyon – Mexico) blessed us with her
wisdom, insight, and companionship. She challenged us to consider the call to interculturality in
religious life, specifically as Sisters of Saint Joseph. Griselda invited us to stretch our
understanding of what it means to be a dear neighbor. As I write this, we just finished a few days
with Sr. Cathy Nerney (Philadelphia), who invited us to reflect on our identity as ecclesial
women, apostolic women religious in general, and Sisters of Saint Joseph in particular. Each
presentation is full and gives us much to consider and process. We are grateful to have weeks in
between for further processing and deepening. We look forward to presentations on Liturgy and
Sacraments, the vows, and intimacy and sexuality to take us through December.

N O V I T I A T E

We were delighted to be joined by the U.S. Federation’s
executive director Sr. Maryellen Kane and Leadership
Council co-chair Sr. Marie Hogan, Sr. Eileen Marnien
from Philadelphia, and Sisters Gail Trippet and Miriam
Ukeritis, the novice directors for Carondelet. During the
closing ritual for those orientation days, we lit three
candles for the past, present, and future. We prayed in
gratitude for our founders, for all our sisters currently
striving to live this dream of becoming Unioning love,
and with hope for all those who are yet to join us in our
life. That spirit, energy, life, and belief continue to
permeate our house.

To date, presenters and companions from four different
congregations have filled our hearts and minds and
made connections with and for us at the deepest level.
Sister Sheila Briody from Rochester is working with us as
a facilitator. Sr. Sheila is helping us to set goals and
have conversations about our hopes and desires for our
life together in community, all to enable us to enter into
ever-deepening relationship. We are grateful for Sr.
Sheila’s expertise and guidance.
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Members of the Federation novitiate house
with Sr. Griselda Martinez Morales (center), one
of the speakers during the novitiate orientation
in August 2022.



Our days and hearts are filled with prayer, State of the Heart, theological reflection, meals,
laughter, challenging conversations, insightful reflections, amazing presentations, new learnings,
and the realization that our life together in the community is a gift. We are celebrating and
embracing our intergenerational and intercongregational reality. We are making faithful efforts
toward doing the work necessary to become an intercultural community. We are doing our best,
making mistakes, learning from those mistakes, and trying to live faithfully the now moment of
religious life so that we might move authentically into the future. We are trusting and cherishing
God’s love threading through all events of our daily life! We are blessed beyond measure and are
grateful to all of you for your support. 

Lastly, it is important to note that as wonderful, significant, and necessary as this work is, the
financial constraint of doing this work in this way with smaller numbers is real and something we
have been aware of for years. With two novices, the budget is tight. We did not have a novitiate
last year and didn’t know that would be the case before signing a lease. Because of that, the
Federation honored the lease and the contracts of both novice directors and did the work of
opening a house from the reserves in the novitiate account (left from two larger groups in
Rochester) and through a donation from Orange. This year, we are grateful to Carondelet for
lending a car to the novitiate for our use. We enter this year with a tight yet hopefully realistic
budget. Given the reality that entrance numbers are low across the Federation, we may need to
talk about how to do this ministry as sustainably as possible. For now, we stand in awe of what
God is doing while giving our all to the work in front of us!

N O V I T I A T E

Additionally, Bethany and Noriko are
participating in a weekly
Intercongregational Novitiate
seminar. This year the topic for the
first semester is compassionate
communication; the second semester
will explore family systems. Our
novices will also have the opportunity
for about five hours of volunteer
ministry each week. Noriko will work
in a safe house for women who have
been victims of human trafficking,
while Bethany will engage in ministry
at St. Joseph’s House Day Program,
which offers safe and stable housing
to homeless college students.
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Members of the 2022-2023 Federation Novitiate Household from
left to right: Sisters Marguerite O'Brien, Michelle Lesher, Noriko
Kuroki, Bethany Welch, Jeanne Marie Gocha, and Judy Justinger.
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ASSOCIATES

In 2021-2022, Federation Associates had the Federation Event on their minds. Most of our
collaborative events of the year revolved around promoting, gathering, and spreading

information about the event to the Associates of the Federation.
 

In the fall of 2021, the Associate Charism Companion Working Group put on a three-part
online series that was open to all Associates throughout the Federation. It was intended to
build excitement and share information about the Federation Event. Although this was the

third year in a row this group has presented a series for Associates, in the past the audience
has been limited to those in leadership positions. This year we spread the net much more

widely and opened the series to any associate of the Federation who was interested in
attending. We knew that many of the people attending this series might be new to the

Federation, so we started with a very basic session on the Federation itself. What is it? How
did it come to be? And how can associates be involved? 

Radical Love-Relationship With Self and God by Sr. Nancy Marsh



A S S O C I A T E S
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Associates meeting during Event 2022. Photo by MarySue Rosenthal Gee

In our second session, we explored the associate vocation as a distinct calling. The third
session was dedicated to particulars of the Event itself, such as keynote speakers, registration,
and other details. We had nearly 80 people register for these online sessions and the video
recordings were also distributed widely. Some individual congregations used these materials to
help promote registration and attendance at the Federation Event 2022 in their local area.

After our fall series was over, the Associate Charism Companion Working Group dedicated itself
to planning an in-person gathering of associates to be held at the Event. We decided to have a
very informal gathering over the lunch break on the Saturday of the Event, where individual
associates could grab a box lunch and then gather in conversation with other associates. There
were sign in sheets on each table and we encouraged people to address the following
questions at their tables: what is your favorite thing about being an Associate? and what is the
future of Association in the Federation? The room was so loud with these animated
conversations that it was hard to hear one another! Many people left this time of connection
saying that it was good to meet new associates from other areas of the country and have
meaningful conversations.

The Working Group is currently imagining what content might be best for a fall series this year.
We have gotten great feedback about these series in the past so we know we want to continue
to present them. We have reached out to those who attended the gathering at the Federation
Event to see what topics they would be most interested in exploring. The Working Group is also
floating the idea of assembling an associate group to attend a retreat at the International
Center in Le Puy together, perhaps in 2024. So far, we have gotten a lot of feedback from
people who are interested.
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VOCATION FORMATION COMMITTEE

The group should meet virtually monthly – which we now meet the first Thursday of
every month – for continuity and momentum. We found we would otherwise meet on
issues in the past and not have time to dream and create. We needed to create a simple
structure for the time being, in which we will share the responsibilities of planning and
leading the meetings. In this way people can join whenever they can and we can keep a
momentum going for dreaming, creativity, and implementation of actions.
How can we develop a common web site where significant information would be
available like: who are our sisters in initial formation; who are the current
vocation/formation ministers; where are we ministering right now, etc…?
How can we work together on vocation promotion initiatives through social media, and
coordinate programming and support across congregations, especially for women
“discerning” or “seeking”?

The Vocation Formation Committee had its beginnings in January 2021 when a group of
vocation directors gathered and suggested that the Vocation Think Tank find a way to
better coordinate our efforts. In addition, we wanted to develop a job/task description so
that we can move into the future more united. It was mentioned at that time that part of
the task would be to ensure a “place at the table” with the Federation, seeing vocation
promotion as critical for religious life today.

The group decided to shape a comprehensive virtual meeting, which was held on February
3, 2022.  All the vocation and formation directors of the U.S. and Canada, leadership from
each of the Federation offices, and some leadership representatives from both Federations
were invited. Sr. Debbie Borneman of the National Religious Vocation Conference (NRVC)
joined us at the meeting. She reflected on her experience and encouraged us to continue
gathering regularly in the future.

Here are some key elements discussed at this gathering:

Since this initial gathering, some 20-25 have met monthly. The leadership of our meetings
is “shared and equal;” anyone can volunteer for a variety of responsibilities needed to
implement these gatherings.
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There was a meeting of members with the Federation’s communicators to help forge
an on-going working dynamic together
Sr. Valerie Zottola (Baden) developed a vocation poster. Our poster includes women
in the U.S. and Canadian Federation
Sr. Donna Del Santo (Rochester) presented a video to the group and then to the
Leadership Assembly in May on the “Landscape of Vocation Ministry Today”
The group created a joint ad for VISION magazine
The group has monthly check-ins on what is happening in individual congregations
and how we can support and promote each other’s activities
The group is exploring ways in which we can authentically reach out to – and
support –BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color) women exploring and joining
the Sisters of Saint Joseph. Interculturality is the focus of the October 2022 meeting
The group is exploring ways to offer collaborative programming to those interested
in the Sisters of Saint Joseph

Developments since February include:

ROOTS ALIVE IN THE 21ST CENTURY
In this program participants were invited to enter into the depths of the gift of our

charism by returning to the original inspiration of the CSSJ’s through the study of our
primitive documents and their historical setting. The sessions met once a month over
the course of seven months. Over 500 members from the U.S. and Canada took part in

one or more sessions. We are grateful for Sr. Beth LeValley (Rochester) for coordinating
this program and to Sisters Marcia Allen (Concordia) and Pat Byrne (Baden) for

facilitating the sessions. Stay tuned as the Roots Alive program looks to the future!
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Virtual events: 8
Letter Sign-Ons: 17
Corporate Voice Statements: 1 
Conferences/Site Visits: 9
States Visited: CA, CT, IL, MA, MN, MO, Washington D.C. 
One-to-Ones: 65+ 

Prophetic witness and advocacy at the national level
Being a resource hub and a convener of relationships

By the Numbers:

In its first year, the JPIC office has focused on two primary functions: 

DEEPENING RELATIONSHIPS, 
DISCERNING ACTION 

 

JPIC ANNUAL REPORT

Since beginning this position in August 2021, we have hosted several virtual events —
either co-sponsored or convened — that were open to all members of the Federation.
These events spanned from the start of our 30-minute lunchtime “Dear Neighbor”
series, Black Catholic History Month celebration in November, a pre-Event 2022 justice
action webinar, and synod listening sessions. I look forward to continuing to offer
timely, relevant, and action-oriented virtual programming in the year to come! 

JUSTICE



J P I C
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The Federation signed on to 17 letters of support or endorsement for legislative bills and
calls to executive action. These included expansion and renewal of Temporary Protected
Status (TPS) for various nationals, the end of Title 42, and U.S. Congressional climate action.
Our world certainly needs the prophetic witness of the CSSJ Federation — and I look forward
to discerning how to organize and mobilize our members on a national level. 

Since the start of 2022, I have convened quarterly meetings for Justice, Peace, and Integrity
of Creation (JPIC) promoters across our 16 congregations. This has been a time of deepening
connections with sharing State of the Heart, offering updates about federal legislation, and
sharing resources across the country. It was a delight to host JPIC promoters in-person (and
virtually) prior to Event 2022, many of whom I met for the first time. 

I traveled to LaGrange Park, IL and St. Paul, MN for a few days of engagement with staff and
the St. Joseph Worker community. One highlight was talking to St. Joseph Workers on their
program day about legislative advocacy. While my stayover with the Center in LaGrange was
brief, we were able to do some dreaming and scheming. I also had the opportunity in early
August to create a half-day retreat for faculty and staff at Carondelet High School in Concord,
CA. The retreat re-introduced the Charism to the school community and brought various
voices — in-person and digitally — across the Charism to reflect and engage. I look forward to
deepened engagement and discerning how the Federation can support and engage justice
issues with our CSSJ high schools and colleges. 

Federation JPIC Coordinator Lisa Cathelyn (far right) sits with the Event 2022 justice panelists (from left to
right): April Foster and Barb Baker (Keyway Center), Serena Martin-Liguori (New Hour) and Shameka Parrish-
Wright (The Bail Project). Photo by MarySue Rosenthal Gee
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February and March brought digital
engagement of the Synod on Synodality,
which opened in October 2021. In total,
the CSSJ Federation hosted three virtual
listening sessions open to anyone in the
community — with an emphasis on how
each has participated in the journeying
together as a member of the CSSJ family. I
have served as lead coordinator for these
synod listening sessions and have
participated in a synod animator cohort
with Discerning Deacons, through which I
submitted the fruits of those sessions. In
August, I participated in a pilgrimage to 

Kascha Sanor, Sr. Kari Pohl, and Sr. Susan Wilcox – members of the
Event 2022 Justice Committee – collect funds for the justice
organizations during the Event. Photo by MarySue Rosenthal Gee

Mexico City with Discerning Deacons, deepening connections across the Americas as the Synod
enters its continental phase.

I attended two in-person workshops in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD. The first,
NETWORK’s Advocacy Days and 50th Anniversary Gala, and the second the “Imagining Justice”
retreat/workshop with JPIC promoters and congregational leadership from across the
Leadership Conference of Women Religious (LCWR). I appreciated putting into context the work
of the Federation alongside other Charism families and look forward to deepening our
relationships with other JPIC promoters across the country. 

The summer’s highlight was preparation for and implementation of the Justice Action for Event
2022. From convening the justice subcommittee, to hosting a pre-event webinar, to organizing
and ensuring phenomenal presenters, the justice action was a success! We released a formal
Corporate Voice Statement entitled, “Call for Change in the Cash Bail System.” Together, over
$33,000 was raised for the three featured organizations: Keyway: Center for Diversion &
Reentry, New Hour for Women & Children – Long Island, and The Bail Project. 

The Immigration Working Group continues to be a collaborative and effective presence in the
Federation. In the coming year, I anticipate the expansion of working groups at the Federation
level focused on other areas of critical concern, including anti-racism and climate. 
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MISSION HAITI
Students first day of school at College Coeur de Marie in Fall 2020.

The proposal to support Mission Haiti emerged in 2012 as a response to the needs of the times — a
devastating 2010 earthquake in Haiti and a long history of instability and colonialism in the country.

Griselda Martinez-Morales, CSJ and a committee of Justice and Peace coordinators proposed
Rebuilding Haiti Through the Empowerment of Girls in February 2012. The committee noted that a

focus on education is a key strategy to affect long-term, systemic change. 
 

The aims of the project were to provide education for ten Haitian girls from primary through
secondary grades and three years of technical education for ten girls; to assist with educators’ salaries

and their certification; and for the construction of a secondary school in Leogane, Haiti.
 



Sr. Mary Ellen Gondeck (Congregation of St. Joseph), long time coordinator of the Mission Haiti
project for the Federation, noted that, “we are all one — and we were acting as one locally and
globally. The gifts continued with… going to Haiti and meeting the beautiful people who were
living in such poverty, adversity yet responding with great generosity and creativity.” We thank

Mary Ellen and others who have championed this initiative over the last decade. 
 

While this means the Federation’s fiscal commitment to Mission Haiti is formally completed,
you are welcome to send your contributions directly to the organization here: 

 
https://www.missionhaitiinc.org/donate/

Mission Haiti
PO Box 19401 Minneapolis, MN 55419

 
I look forward to continuing the journey of global solidarity. May we continue to be attentive to

the emerging needs and concerns of the day.
 

 Pledged Actual

Ten-Year Total $320,580 $341,258.95

Fiscal Year 2021-2022 $31,927 $60,719.25

M I S S I O N  H A I T I
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In Peace,

Lisa Cathelyn
Justice, Peace, and Integrity of Creation (JPIC) Coordinator
U.S. Federation of the Sisters of St. Joseph

https://www.missionhaitiinc.org/donate/


Situation at the UN

Beginning with the lockdown for the COVID-19
pandemic in March 2020 and lasting until April
2022, the United Nations (UN) premises had
been closed to non-governmental organizations
(NGOs). In April 2022, limited access to the UN
became possible. Since that time, the UN has
been open to visitors although commission
meetings were hybrid, with participation
possible via the internet. As of December 2021,
we were able to request three grounds passes
with our guarantee that the pass holders would
be fully vaccinated and willing to be masked in
the building. A few months later we were able to
increase the number of passes to the normal
number of five.               

NGO committees continued to meet virtually
and to participate in the various commission
meetings online, though plans to begin 

in-person or hybrid meetings began in
September 2022. 

Engagement with UN entities and NGO
committees 

As in the past, monthly meetings of the various
NGO committees continued, though held
virtually. As an NGO we were actively involved
in the NGO Committee on Social Development
and its Grassroots Taskforce, the NGO
Committee on the Status of Women, the Mining
Working Group and its Amazon subcommittee,
Religious at the UN, and the Justice Coalition of
Religious (JCoR). We also became members of
the Committee to Stop Trafficking in Persons
and will be engaged with this important issue

In September 2021 I took on more responsibility
in the JCoR, having accepted the role of co-chair
– a two-year appointment. 
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INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

CONGREGATIONS OF 
ST. JOSEPH UN-NGO
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This entails planning and guiding the monthly Steering Board meetings and the three Members
Board meetings during the year. JCoR continues to plan and carry out advocacy-training
workshops in different locations. We had several sisters participate in workshops in Mexico in
early 2022, in Goa, India in August 2022, with others planning on going to the workshop in
Madhya Pradesh, India, in October 2022.

In October 2021, there was a sixth
round of negotiations on a UN Legally
Binding Instrument for transnational
corporations and other business
enterprises regarding human rights.
During previous negotiations, the
United States has opposed this
process which would end the impunity
of transnationals in regard to human
rights violations. I added our name to
a letter addressed to U.S. Ambassador
Linda Thomas-Greenfield and Chargé
d’affaires Benjamin Moeling, asking
them that if they could not support it,
to not stand in the way of it being
passed. Negotiations on this continue
and we are following this, looking for

Congregations of St. Joseph's NGO coordinator, Sr. Barbara Bozak at
the United Nations in New York. Photo provided by Sr. Barbara Bozak

any opportunity that presents itself to support it.

While I was in Italy for four weeks in November-December 2021 for my congregations’ general
chapter meeting, Sr. Marianne Sennick (Brentwood) kept alive our presence at the UN. She
continued to follow what was happening at the UN, including the briefings by the UN Security
Council presidents. She participated in committee meetings, with a particular focus on the NGO
Committee on the Status of Women and the Committee to Stop Trafficking in Persons. As a
member of the Women’s Major Group of Stakeholders she has had the opportunity to give input
to UN Women, the Commission on the Status of Women. and the High Level Political Forum on
Sustainable Development – which reviews progress on the Sustainable Development Goals. 

Sr. Marianne authored a few information reports, including one on Violence Against Women,
which is a public health crisis in many nations and an impediment to gender equality.



In January I added our name to a
letter addressed to President
Biden, Secretary of State Blinken
and the U.S. Chargé d’affaires in
Haiti, asking them to end all
deportations of Haitian refugees
and to address the mistreatment of
Haitian asylum seekers at the
southern border. I also participated
in virtual mission visits on behalf
of Haiti with the Mexican and
Canadian Missions. During these
visits we shared our concerns and
information we had received from  

C O N G R E G A T I O N S  O F  S T .  J O S E P H  N G O
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our partners on the ground in Haiti, all to find a way to peace and political stability.

In January we sent out an invitation to our sisters and associates in North and South America,
inviting them to participate virtually in the 2022 Commission for Social Development. Some did
engage with the Commission. During the Commission meeting, I moderated a virtual side event
on food insecurity, organized by the Grassroots Task Force of the NGO Committee for Social
Development. It discussed food insecurity, how it was exacerbated by COVID-19, and how
different groups are addressing it. We brought the voices of four grassroots groups from
different continents using pre-recorded videos, including two from Brazil featuring our partners
on the ground there. 

In February I joined several NGOs at an in-person meeting with the chair of the Third Committee
of the General Assembly, the committee that is concerned with social, humanitarian, and human
rights issues. Sr. Marianne also attended the meeting virtually. During the meeting, the chair
and some committee members recounted their work of the past year and invited NGOs to
address their concerns. NGOs are concerned about being excluded from UN discussions, a point
that was made explicit when two member states spoke against having the presence and input of
NGOs. 

I engaged with the St Joseph Workers from St Paul, MN in preparation for their participation in
the 2022 Commission on the Status of Women which was held virtually in March. I introduced
them to the commission and its work. During the commission itself I presented a pre-recorded
oral statement on behalf of the Mining Working Group which addressed how women are
adversely impacted by extractive industries. We are acutely aware of the importance of our
presence at the UN when we see multinationals influencing decisions. 

Sr. Barbara Bozak, NGO coordinator, with colleague Grace Ezeonu
(Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur). Photo provided by Sr. Barbara Bozak



From the beginning of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Sr. Marianne monitored many Security
Council Meetings on Ukraine, as well as the General Assembly’s meeting on countries – like the
Russian Federation – explaining their vetoes in the Security Council on issues concerning
Ukraine. 

I, together with four colleagues who all have a presence in Brazil, developed a report for the
Universal Periodic Review (UPR) of Brazil. This UPR process, which occurs every four years for
every UN member state, examines, evaluates, and makes suggestions concerning the human
rights record of the country. Since it is impossible to cover every aspect of the country’s human
rights, we chose to focus on two areas: violence against women and Indigenous rights. In the
area of violence against women, I was tasked with addressing femicide while my colleagues
addressed domestic violence and violence by security forces. Several of us asked our colleagues
on the ground to send us information on these topics. The responses from our Sisters of St.
Joseph colleagues played a significant role in our report. 

C O N G R E G A T I O N S  O F  S T .  J O S E P H  N G O
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In May I gave a report to the Mining Working
Group on what the International Expert Group for
the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues had
prepared for its April meeting. The topic was
Business Initiatives and Indigenous Peoples, an
issue that strikes to the heart of protecting
indigenous life and culture.  

We continue to follow human rights issues as well
as the topics of climate change, environmental
protection and protecting water, rivers, lakes and
oceans. 

In July I participated in the meeting of Justice, Peace, and Integrity of Creation (JPIC) directors
of the U.S. Federation, during Event 2022 in St. Louis. It was an important moment to meet
these directors and make connections.

Sr. Marianne and I have met in-person only twice since February 2020 and are looking forward
to more regular in-person meetings so together we can shape how to advance the work of the
UN-NGO.

Sr. Barbara Bozak, NGO coordinator, with colleague
Veronica Brand (Religious of the Sacred Heart of Mary).
Photo provided by Sr. Barbara Bozak

Sr. Barbara Bozak, CSJ
UN-NGO Coordinator
Congregations of St. Joseph



The International Centre Staff 

Staff consists of Sr. Eluiza de Andrade
(Chambéry-Brazil) and associate Olga Bonfiglio
(Congregation of St. Joseph in the U.S.).

Programs

This year, the International Centre ran three
international programs: Roots and Wings, The
Lace is Not Yet Finished, and Mission
Effectiveness. Of note, the Roots and Wings
program brought sisters from India, Burkina
Faso, Congo, Vietnam/Norway to the Centre. The
program was in English and French while staff
spoke in a combination of French, English,
Portuguese, and Spanish. For this program, the
U.S. Federation provided scholarships and
transportation expenses for the participants and
presenters. 

In addition to the offered programs, the Centre
hosted four group pilgrimages from various U.S.
congregations. One of the groups was the Sisters
of St. Joseph of Philadelphia’s annual pilgrimage.
They were the first group to come to the Centre
since the beginning of the COVID Pandemic.

Mount Saint Mary’s University brought two
different groups to the Centre. 15 students came
in May to witness the foundations of the Sisters
of St. Joseph. Each day the young women
focused on a particular theme in the history and
spirituality of the Sisters of St. Joseph and visited
significant places in Le Puy. They also shared
their reflections about what inspired them or
connected them to the founding sisters and
talked about their own experiences of
community. 

In June, Mount Saint Mary’s University brought
faculty and staff as part of their annual
pilgrimage to explore and be inspired by the
history and spirituality of the Sisters of St.
Joseph. University President Ann McElaney-
Johnson accompanied the group while Shannon
Green, director of the CSJ Institute, presented a
history of the Sisters of St. Joseph to orient the
group to the various sites they would see. 

The Sisters of St. Joseph of Orange also restarted
their Sisters of St. Joseph Heritage Pilgrimage.
Four sisters in formation and their director
participated in the pilgrimage, which was led by
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INTERNATIONAL CENTRE



their congregational leadership.
During the two-week pilgrimage, the
sisters visited Annecy, Bas-en-
Basset, Monistrol, Carcacassonne,
and Le Puy.

One of the unique features about the
Centre is the ability to host
individual visitors from across the
world throughout the year. Some
stop at the Centre before beginning
their walk on the Camino de
Compostela, others come to visit
historical sites and sisters. Visitors
came from France, India, Italy,
Madagascar, United States and
included associates and sisters.

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  C E N T R E
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When visiting the International Centre, there’s a variety of places within and outside Le Puy
that can be arrange. In Le Puy, the kitchen, the Living History Centre, Cathedral of Notre Dame
of the Assumption, Église du Collège (where Fr. Medaille preached and the St. Regis soup
kitchen), the tree of martyrs where three of our sisters were guillotined during the French
Revolution, and St. Michel of Aiguilhe.

In Lyon, visitors can see the origin and evolution of history of the Lyon sisters, Mother St. John
Fontbonne’s grave, Old Lyon, Fourvière Basilica, Bas-en-Basset, and the birthplace of Mother
St. John Fontbonne. Additionally, in Monistrol people can see where Mother St. John Fontbonne
was superior prior to the French Revolution.

Newsletter
 
The International Centre produces five newsletters a year: January, spring, summer, fall,  and
winter (when 2023 programs are announced). The newsletters can all be found on the Centre’s
website.

Members from the Sisters of St. Joseph of Philadelphia visited the
Centre in April, the first to visit since the beginning of the pandemic.

https://www.centreinternationalssj.org/home


International Centre Board Meeting | 
April 6-8, 2022

The International Centre held their twice-a-
year board meetings in person this year. In
April, after four years on the Board, Sister
Loretta Manzara said good-bye to Le Puy as she
assumed a 
new role on the Leadership Team of the Sisters
of St. Joseph in Canada. Board members held a
reception for Sr. Loretta before the last meal of
their three-day meetings. She was given a gift
of homemade lace made by Martine, a local
lace maker. Sr. Loretta had served as executive
director of the Sisters of St. Joseph Canadian 

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  C E N T R E
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The International Centre board members during the
October 2022 board meeting.

Federation. She was also Vice President of the International Centre Board before becoming
President.

Carol Umana, a lay woman who now heads the Canadian Federation, replaced Sr. Loretta
Manzara. Sr. Maryellen Kane (U.S. Federation) was elected as president of the Board while 
Sr. Vianney Thanniath (India) remains vice president, Sr. Odile Gaillard (France) is treasurer, and
Sr. Catherine Barange (France) is secretary. Sr. Dolores Lahr attended the April meeting but
announced that Sr. Celine Kalathoor (India) will represent the Chambéry congregation on the
board moving forward.

International Centre Board Meeting | October 18-20, 2022

The second board meeting of the year began with prayer and the Sharing of the Heart. Each
member then gave a report on their local situation. The staff gave a report on the programs that
had been completed this year. A number of people who were scheduled to attend programs at the
Centre were unable to get visas. This is an ongoing situation. Much time was devoted to the
Centre for Living History. The building in which the Centre is located has become unsafe and can
no longer be used. A new, perhaps temporary, site is being explored. There is a small room next
to the 1650 kitchen and part of the 1840’s Motherhouse Chapel that might provide some space. 

A committee including the Centre’s staff, the Institute of Sisters of St. Joseph (which owns the
building), and Sister Odile – the International Centre treasurer – will work together to come up
with a plan.



The Global Coordinating Group (GCG) met in Le
Puy France from October 22 through October 24,
2022. This group is composed of 12 members.
Each Federation (French, Italian, Canada, and the
United States) has two members on the GCG. The
Argentine Congregation has one member, as do
the International Congregations of Annecy,
Chambéry, and Lyon. Leadership of the meeting
rotates and this year it was the responsibility of
the North American Federations.

The theme of the meeting centered around the
question of how we can deepen the Charism
with our lay partners through the Synodal
Journey. We used excerpts from Dr. Jesse Rogers 

presentation at the International Union
Superiors General (UISG) “Wisdom for the
Synodal Journey.” Reports were given from each
member. Apart from the U.S. and Canada, all the
international communities and federations have
missions throughout the world, with large
numbers in India and many countries in Africa. A
pan African meeting was held during the past
year, with more planned for the future. The
Leaders as Leaven program will begin in India in
November 2022. This program is supported by
the three congregations with members in India:
Annecy, Chambéry, and Lyon. There are over
1000 Sisters of St. Joseph in India.
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GLOBAL COORDINATING GROUP

The Global Coordinating Group during their October 2022 meeting



G L O B A L  C O O R D I N A T I N G  G R O U P
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Day two began with a report on the Congregations of St. Joseph NGO at the United
Nations by Sr. Barbara Bozak, the NGOs coordinator. Since many members were
new to the group there were many questions regarding the role of the NGO in the
UN. Those in attendance expressed gratitude to Sr. Barbara for her report and
committed to continued financial support. 

The group discussed ways that more intentional relationships can be developed
internationally among our members and how we might use the technology
available to us to do this. It was decided that we would begin with the Justice,
Peace, and Integrity of Creation (JPIC) promoters from the various congregations
and countries. The U.S. Federation will coordinate this effort.

Each day began with prayer and Sharing of the Heart. This sharing was deep, and
all agreed that it was the grace of the meeting. 

The Global Coordinating Group meets each year. These meetings alternate
between in person and virtual. The next meeting in October 2023 will be on Zoom
and will be hosted by the Italian Federation. 
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TREASURER'S REPORT

This report covers the fiscal year of the U.S.
Federation: July 1, 2021–June 30, 2022. The
impact of COVID-19 continues to be felt in
some limitations on usual/annual Federation
activities. Meetings of the Federation
Assembly, the Leadership Council, and various
committees continued to be held via Zoom.
This factor had an impact on both the revenue
and the expenses in the Federation budget.  

Fortunately, the Federation’s Event 2022 was
able to occur in person as well as virtually.
Since the Event took place in July at the start
of the new fiscal year, it will be reported in
next year’s finance report.

The Finance Committee held four meetings
during the year, exercising its primary duties
of monitoring current finance operations,
monitoring the investment portfolio, and
preparing the annual budget for the next
fiscal year. The work of this committee is done
in collaboration with the Executive Director
and the Federation Office staff. The members
of the Finance Committee are Sr. Maureen
Erdlen (Philadelphia), Sr. Mary Bernadette
McNulty (Orange), Sr. Patricia Warbritton
(Congregation of St. Joseph), Federation
Executive Director Sr. Maryellen Kane, and
Federation Treasurer Lee Hogan (Boston).

Submitted By Sr. Lee Hogan, CSJ (Boston), U.S. Federation Treasurer



Investments

The Investment Portfolio of the Federation is with Christian Brothers Investment
Services (CBIS). The Finance Committee meets annually with CBIS representatives to
review investment performance and any changes in CBIS practices, programs or
procedures.

The Committee reviews monthly reports at its regular meetings. In the coming year,
the Federation’s investment policy and guidelines will be reviewed by the committee
and updated as needed. On July 1, 2021 the portfolio was valued at $3,981,507. As of
June 30, 2022, it had declined to $3,198,944. This represents a decrease in the value
of the portfolio of $782,563. 

Annual Budget to Actual

The FY’22 budget at year-end had variances from the original budget in both revenue
and expense totals. Due to cancellation, postponement or curtailing of programs and
activities — and consequent lack of travel — both the actual revenues and expenses
yielded small variances from the original budget. The Operating Revenue was
$268,056 versus a budget of $293,790 for a positive variance of $25,734. Operating
expenses were $438,560 versus a budget of $439,602 for a positive variance of
$1,042.

Budget Approval 

The current organizational structure of the Federation calls for the submission of the
proposed annual budget to the Assets Committee, a reserved powers committee of the
Leadership Assembly. The Assets Committee has responsibility for recommending
approval to the Leadership Assembly. The members of the Assets Committee are: Sr.
Patty Johnson (Carondelet), Sr. Shirley Anne Brown (Watertown), Sr. Marian Batho
(Boston), the Federation’s Executive Director Sr. Maryellen Kane, and Federation
Treasurer Sr. Lee Hogan. The 2022-2023 budget and the budget narrative were
reviewed by the Assets Committee, sent to the Leadership Assembly, and was approved
at the May Leadership Assembly meeting.

T R E A S U R E R ' S  R E P O R T
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 Maintaining the same process, holding the Federation budget requirement from
dues at a constant number for the next 5-year period, or
 Changing the plan by holding the member dues constant for the coming five
years 

Dues 2024-2028

The dues plan that is currently in use was approved by the Leadership Assembly in
2018 to continue for 5 years. That period ends with the budget for 2023. This plan
has worked well for the Federation in that it provided certainty about a key revenue
stream. 

At the Leadership Assembly Meeting in May, feedback was sought on the options of:

1.

2.

Following discussion, a straw vote indicated a majority preferred maintaining the
same process. Option 1 = 32 votes; Option 2 = 14 votes; Undecided = 1 vote. The
Finance Committee will present its recommendation for approval at the November
Leadership Assembly.

Audit

The audit of the FY’22 budget is in process. The audit is being conducted by Zielinski
and Associates.     

In-Kind Donations

Included in this report is a listing of in-kind donations from each of the member
congregations. It is important to note that much of the work of the Federation could
not proceed without the commitment of the members who give so generously of their
time in committee work and direct service.
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S E R V I C E T O T A L  I N - K I N D  D O N A T I O N

I n - K i n d  D o n a t i o n s

EVENT 2022 JUSTICE SUBCOMMITTEE
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
LEADERSHIP ASSEMBLY PLANNING COMMITTEE
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
MISSION & IDENTITY COMMITTEE
ROOTS ALIVE PROGRAM
VOCATION & FORMATION

B A D E N

4 1 |  A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 2 2

$264
$310
$384

$1488
$713

$14,400
$240

B O S T O N

ASSETS COMMITTEE
COMMUNICATIONS
EVENT 2022 COMMUNICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 PRAYER SUBCOMMITTEE
FINANCE COMMITTEE
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
LIFELONG FORMATION
ROOTS ALIVE PROGRAM
VOCATION/FORMATION

$144
$248

$1023
$1248

$768
$960
$360
$360

$96



S E R V I C E T O T A L  I N - K I N D  D O N A T I O N

ASSETS COMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 PLANNING COMMITTEE
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

C A R O N D E L E T  C O N G R E G A T I O N

$240
$620
$310

C A R O N D E L E T -  A L B A N Y

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL $960
 

C A R O N D E L E T -  L O S  A N G E L E S

$600
$192
$840

I N - K I N D  D O N A T I O N S
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C A N A D I A N  F E D E R A T I O N

LIFELONG FORMATION $360

EVENT 2022 PRAYER SUBCOMMITTEE
IMMIGRATION WORKING GROUP
ROOTS ALIVE PROGRAM

EVENT 2022 JUSTICE SUBCOMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 PRAYER SUBCOMMITTEE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SALARY
IMMIGRATION WORKING GROUP
LEADERSHIP ASSEMBLY PLANNING COMMITTEE
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
ROOTS ALIVE TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
EVENT 2022 SPEAKER EXPENSES

$264
$624

$15,000
$192
$480

$1920
$1085

$707.20

B R E N T W O O D



S E R V I C E T O T A L  I N - K I N D  D O N A T I O N

I N - K I N D  D O N A T I O N S
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C O N G R E G A T I O N  O F  S T .  J O S E P H

EVENT 2022 PLANNING COMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 JUSTICE SUBCOMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 PRAYER SUBCOMMITTEE
FINANCE COMMITTEE
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
IMMIGRATION WORKING GROUP
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
LIFELONG FORMATION COMMITTEE
MISSION & IDENTITY COMMITTEE
VOCATION/FORMATION

$558
$264

$2880
$384
$310
$192
$912
$720
$155
$216

C A R O N D E L E T -  S T .  L O U I S

C A R O N D E L E T -  S T .  P A U L

$192
$408

EVENT 2022 COMMUNICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 HOSPITALITY SUBCOMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 PRAYER SUBCOMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 SPEAKER EXPENSES
EVENT 2022 HERITAGE TOUR PLANNING
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
MISSION & IDENTITY COMMITTEE

$9610
$5520

$72
$139.9

$960
$960
$155

IMMIGRATION WORKING GROUP
VOCATION & FORMATION

C O N C O R D I A

ROOTS ALIVE PROGRAM
ROOTS ALIVE TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

$14,400
$527



S E R V I C E T O T A L  I N - K I N D  D O N A T I O N

R O C H E S T E R

S P R I N G F I E L D

$480

I N - K I N D  D O N A T I O N S
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LIFELONG FORMATION

S T .  A U G U S T I N E
MISSION & IDENTITY COMMITTEE $155

EVENT 2022 COMMUNICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 PRAYER SUBCOMMITTEE
FINANCE COMMITTEE
IMMIGRATION WORKING GROUP
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
LIFELONG FORMATION

O R A N G E

$93
$1920

$384
$384

$1920
$480

P H I L A D E L P H I A

CHARISM IN MOTION
EVENT 2022 JUSTICE SUBCOMMITTEE
EVENT 2022 SPONSORSHIP SUBCOMMITTEE
FINANCE COMMITTEE
IMMIGRATION WORKING GROUP
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
LIFELONG FORMATION COMMITTEE
ROOTS ALIVE TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

$360
$264

$2880
$384
$192

$1200
$480
$372

EVENT 2022 PLANNING COMMITTEE
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
ROOTS ALIVE PROGRAM
VOCATION/FORMATION

$8432
$672

$8160
$528

          $117,875.10GRAND TOTAL

W A T E R T O W N
ASSETS COMMITTEE
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

$384
$816


